
 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES CAST WROUGHT OR SOLID 

 

‘Do you do cast, wrought iron, solid, or box-section gates, suitable for automation?’  ‘It 

all depends on how much investment and compromise you are willing to make!’ 

 

         
 

Why? For automation to work properly, the gate its support and hinge arrangement must 

all be constructed to suit the level and type of use as well as the motor and controls 

required. Correct construction, manufacture and the right materials are all important. 

 

What do you mean?  If the gate is too large or heavy, whippy or fragile the system may 

fail and jeopardise the owner’s investment’, also poor performance with a greater risk to 

safe operation and a short life expectancy may follow. 

 

  
 

Cast Iron is often requested but not well understood. This older method of production 

involves molten metal being pored into special moulds and as so becomes extremely 

expensive to produce. It is also restrictive in design and size, and is very heavy in 

relationship to other options. This has a direct affect on system suitability as well as 

location and operational performance. Standard styles in fixed sizes can be good value-

for-money, even though they are usually four to five times more expensive than the Mild 

steel alternative. Un-standard styles or sizes are almost unavailable to price or source 

with lead times that can never be assured (today most cast gates are shipped in from the 

Far East). 



 

  
 

Wrought Iron is once again an old process that is becoming harder and harder to source 

economically. Solid metal bars are hand forged to produce one of the highest forms of 

quality product available. They are very time consuming in production, requiring highly 

skilled specialists and the result is almost any design in almost any size, but at an extreme 

cost. Often many times the cost in production of standard alike styles of mild steel gates 

with very long lead times and some technical restrictions over some automatic systems. 

 

       
 

Box section and solid mild steel gates are the most common and are usually the best-

value-for money. They can range hugely in construction content, often resulting in the 

same design on paper, actually being miles apart in finished product. Material sizes, 

gauge, profile and alike, vary dramatically and the right choice and mix of hollow and 

solid section materials, can provide for the best result in system performance and over all 

reliability. 

 

Treatment and finish together with ongoing care can vary just as dramatically but the 

right option can keep any type of gate in great condition for many years. 

 

With the right design, choice of materials and finish, system reliable could be assured for 

decades! 
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